10 Reason’s to
Vote No

’67 Referendum and the 2017
Referendum Key legislation
amendment

Red Alert
This is a Red Alert on the Recognition
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people to be included in the
Constitution.

1. It wipes out Sovereignty and
Land Rights
2. Overrides Native Title
3. Doesn’t give rights
4. Turns Blackfella’s into
‘Property’ of the ‘Crown’
5. Does not give Blackfella’s any
power
6. Doesn’t protect Cultural
Rights
7. Does not recognise Cultural
Ownership
8. Does not protect Cultural
Law / Lore

The Australian
Constitution
• The Australian Constitution is
Whiteman’s Law that does not apply
to Aboriginal People still.

9. Offers a restricted citizenship

• The 1986 Australia Act (Constitution)
is a British Law of Parliament
applying to ‘Queens Subjects’ only.

10. Allows the Government to
make Laws for Blackfella’s as
a targeted race without
limitations

• A Treaty that protects cultural rights
should be the pathway for the
Australian Government to acquire
jurisdiction.

"A recognition into the illegal constitution will
render us mainstream. We will be just like any

other Aussie. The big problem with that is that we
are NOT on an even keel with the rest of the
country on any level e.g. health stats, education
stats, legal stats etc etc. Closing the gap will never
happen if we get our much needed services taken

Daniel Whyman at Kirribili House
Protest 2015
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Did you know?

• That Recognise means to enter into
‘Recognizance’.!

!

!

Recognition

"Recognise is a scam created by
John Howard to persuade Aboriginal
People to bypass a Treaty process to
allow the Australian Government to
have jurisdiction to make laws for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
People. !

• Entering into Recognizance wipes out
all previous real estate and gives the
Recognisers the ultimate powers over
all matters.!

incorporated and counted just like any other
Aussie. It dissolves all responsibility of the
Gubbament to come good and clean up what they
created. If we ALL were on the same playing field
- then that would be another story - but we are
not!!. Aboriginal people are blocked in every way
at every corner to advance themselves as it
stands now. 'Recognising' us (in an illegal
document anyway) will be the final nail in our
collective coffin. There will be no more Aboriginal
Health services, no more Abstudy, no more

!

Aboriginal Legal aid, Aboriginal housing, ASSPA

• That Recognizance is a Medieval Law
used on black slavery by entering the
‘slaves’ into Recognizance with their
slave masters.!

etc etc… I for one don't want to be mainstreamed
- I would love to keep my separate identity as an
Aboriginal woman belonging to the oldest

!

• The Commonwealth Government need
Section 51:26 changed to give them
power to negotiate overseas Treaties
for they need our Sovereignty to gain
Sovereign Powers.

from us. And that will happen if we get

surviving continuous culture in the world…... That

‘Recognise’ does not offer Aboriginal
People Rights and it does not fix
racism.!

!

is my birth right…!!!! [-O-]
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